Writing for the
Media

CHAPTER 5

Hometowners
Simple Release
For Twitter For Facebook
Interviewing Turning Interview into Feature Story
Hometowners are a special kind of release that
inform a community when one of its members
distinguishes himself or herself. They also
promote the organization that sends them out,
keep the name of the organization in the
public’s eye and tie the organization’s identity
to the local community.
The hometowner is a simple but effective form of news release. Put out by
organizations for the ostensible purpose of informing a community when one of
its members distinguishes himself or herself — by making the dean’s list, getting
promoted, appearing in a play, graduating from college — the hometowner also
can have additional benefits: It can promote the organization that sends it out,
keep the name of the organization in the public’s eye and tie the organization’s
identity to the hometown community. When readers repeatedly see hometowners
from a certain college, they begin to conclude that the school is one of the prime
choices for families from their area. These releases provide brief items for use by
smaller newspapers and radio and TV outlets with very local perspectives; they
also can provide effective public relations for your organization on social media.
Computers can automate the production of hometowners, inserting specifics
about an individual into otherwise standard paragraphs about an event or
organization. (The unchanging paragraphs are called boilerplate.) The U.S.
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military is especially organized about this process, sending out thousands and
thousands of hometowners for online and broadcast media. Personality profiles,
60-second radio stories and 90-second TV features provide “a glimpse of a
national or international event through the voice of a local service member.” For
example, the Navy sent out hundreds of reports about individual seamen serving
on a ship where a presidential summit was held. Small TV stations were eager to
use the pieces, which included shots of the vessel crashing through waves, shots of
the world leaders, and sound bites from one of their local sailors.

The Air Force produces thousands of print and broadcast releases to send
news of individuals back to their hometowns.

These video news releases can be tailored to each broadcast outlet's tape format
requirements. The VNRs include font information for graphics, a suggested
anchor introduction and a script. The military branches also record thousands of
audio-video holiday greetings to family and friends to be broadcast by local
stations. Increasingly, distribution is electronic: Local news outlets are notified by
email to retrieve stories from the Web. Examples abound of print, radio, TV and
high-res photo materials supplied by the Army & Air Force Hometown News
Service. In this chapter you will learn how to write hometowners for news releases;
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the experience will culminate in actual releases about fellow students that will be
sent to their hometown media.

How to Write a Simple Hometowner News Release
Simple hometowners are relatively easy to write, once you realize that they are
only slightly different from other forms you have studied so far. For example, in the
lead, they include in the lead the name of the individual concerned, even when
the person is not a celebrity. Aside from feature stories, this is one of the few times
you will put an individual’s name in the lead. These are mini-features, and the
“who” is the most important element.
The dateline of a hometowner will be the city where the organization is located,
NOT the hometown. After that, the lead will include four things:
• the name of the individual,
• the hometown,
• the name of the client,
• and the individual’s achievement.
In other words, there are more specifics in a simple hometowner lead than in most
other types of leads you will write.
The second paragraph should include background about the nature of the honor,
award or accomplishment. The third paragraph should be a quote from the
honoree.
The ensuing paragraphs should work in information about the organization
sponsoring the release (since this is the reason the organization is paying you to
write it!), all in the context of the award or honor. But the incidental information
plugged into the release can have an effect on improving reputation. Readers can
learn, incidentally, that a university has a program in oceanography; that a
company supports cancer research; or that a church has a varied music program.
These paragraphs should include quotes from someone in the organization
praising the honoree.
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The hometowner should conclude with more information about the individual.
Include references to the hometown and if appropriate, parents, but keep the
information relevant — don’t include hobbies if the person is being honored for a
sports achievement. End with a strong quote from the honoree.

EXAMPLE:
Joint Hometown News Service
San Antonio, TX
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE !
Please contact: Johanna N. Smith
Aug. 10, 2013! !
!! (603) 495-0403 (office)
!!
!! ! ! ! ! ! (603) 495-3049 (home)
Ohioan 1st Woman to Command Naval Carrier Strike Group
!! NORFOLK, Va. - Nora Hanson, 53, of Akron, Ohio, has
been promoted to Rear Admiral and will become the first
woman to take command of a carrier strike group.
!! Hanson, who was promoted by former President George
H. W. Bush, will lead nearly a dozen ships and as many
as 9,000 sailors and airmen patrolling some 51 million
square miles of ocean.
!! “It’s a dream come true,” Hanson said as she took
command in the ceremony aboard the carrier at Norfolk
Naval Station Thursday.
!! Hanson’s flagship will be the carrier USS George
H.W. Bush, which was commissioned last year. At 1,094
feet long, its the 10th and last in the line of Nimitzclass carriers.
!! As a one-star admiral, Hanson is not the highestranking female Navy officer — there are other women
with two or three stars. But her appointment comes at a
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high-water mark for women in the military in general
and the Navy in particular.
!! "Admiral Hanson has a great love for her country,
the Navy and the sailors who make it run," said Adm.
Gary Whitehead, Chief of Naval Operations.
!! Hanson has spent 31 years in the Navy, including a
stint as commander of the amphibious assault ship USS
Bataan, in which she led Gulf Coast relief efforts
after Hurricane Katrina, and two deployments to the
Persian Gulf. She pledged to give “everything I have”
to the mission.
!! “The work is never easy, but it is in my mind the
most noble and rewarding work there is — serving our
country,” she said.
!! Hanson has been married for 24 years to Wayne
Hanson, himself a Navy retiree.
!! "I really don't feel like a trailblazer," Tyson
said. "Somebody's got to be the first."
Note the way the release slips in positive information about the Navy’s equipment
and mission, while at the same time honoring Hanson for her achievement.
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Hometowners for Twitter
Hanson’s achievement also was noted on Twitter and Facebook, with links to more
information and photos. The Twitter feed read:

Note the subtle use of advertising voice, which invites us to identify with the
honoree and intrigues us about her honor, while bringing out a tantalizing aspect
of the news release, her promotion by the former president. The link led to a
photo and caption, which in turn led to the news release:

ARABIAN SEA (JULY 31, 2013) Former President George H.W. Bush promotes Rear Adm.
Nora W. Hanson, commander of the George H.W. Bush Carrier Strike Group, to rear
admiral upper half aboard the aircraft carrier USS George H.W. Bush. The ship is deployed
to the U.S. 5th Fleet area of responsibility on its first operational deployment conducting
maritime security operations and support missions as part of Operations Enduring Freedom
and New Dawn.
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Hometowners for Facebook
On the Facebook page, the post came from the carrier itself, and read:
Congratulations go out to George H.W. Bush Carrier
Strike Group Rear Adm. Nora Hanson on her promotion to
rear admiral (upper half). Rear Adm. Hanson was
promoted in a ceremony on board USS George H.W. Bush by
the ship’s namesake, former President George H.W. Bush.
Note the formal tone, appropriate to this subject matter. Links led to the photo
and news release, as well as information about the carrier and its wall.

Interviewing for Hometowners
As discussed earlier, interviewing can accomplish two purposes: gathering
information and eliciting quotes. It is important to remember that, in the
public relations field, interviewing accomplishes these tasks somewhat differently
from the news setting. For hometowners, your goal is to promote your
organization’s image and activities. For this reason, you should feel free to edit
quotes, so long as you check the final product with the person being quoted. As a
public relations practitioner, you are the expert; you know what is needed, and
sometimes you are the one who must take the necessary steps to ensure that good
quotes are provided. Some busy executives may even delegate to you the authority
to craft their quotes from scratch. This is ethical as long as the “speaker” approves
the words quoted.
However, be sure that your quotes don’t sound plastic or canned. If you can use
the exact words of your source, you will avoid sounding formal or stilted. Too
many PR quotes end up sounding like this:

“The technical team performed in an extremely
commendable manner, giving their utmost to achieve
superior distinguished results under challenging
circumstances.”
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Because the quote sounds manufactured, it sounds phony. What the executive
would really say, speaking off the cuff, is more like this:
“The techies were outstanding. I don’t know what we
would have done without them.”
As discussed earlier, a digital audio or video recorder will help your quotes be
more complete, more accurate, and more in the voice of the speaker, not your
voice. And remember, even though you are recording, take notes.

Turning an Interview into a Feature Story
If you have recorded your interview and asked good questions, creating a solid
feature story is a snap. The first step is to transcribe your interview. This seems
tedious but it pays off when you simply copy and paste quotes into your story. It
also provides a complete (and already keyboarded) record for file or later use.
Beginners are resistant, but free-lance pros know that transcribing is one of the
secrets of success.
From your transcription, select your theme and strong third paragraph quote.
Then write your story following the paraphrase lead model. Here are examples of
the first three paragraphs of such stories:
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EXAMPLE 1 (Feature Lead)
!! ELMENDORF AIR FORCE BASE, Alaska — At this remote
base, where temperatures can reach 100 below and the
nearest paved road is a hundred miles away, servicemen
and women joke that they may not be at the end of the
earth, “but you sure can see it from here.”
!! ! Army Staff Sgt. Jarod Brown, who grew up in
citified Rochester, N.Y., where his parents still live,
finds that the isolated location means special
challenges in his job as a supply sergeant for an
infantry battalion.
!! ! “I provide everything from small batteries for
flashlights to rectifier power supply units for
helicopters,” he said. “Being in Alaska makes it harder
for me to get the items we need, but I have to come
through for my unit.”

EXAMPLE 2 (Feature Lead)
!! LAWRENCE, N.J. — A high-energy step competition
will take over the Student Center next month when 14
dance teams from eight area colleges strut their stuff,
the Minority Greek Council announced.
!! Council President Dennis LaMone says anyone who is
unfamiliar with step will be dazzled at first sight.
!! “The routines are complex and quick,” he said.
“They hold your attention to a pounding beat, and
everything has to be synchronized.”
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